
PERSONAL PATHWAY BLUEPRINT ©

The Personal Pathway Blueprint is a suggested seven-step structure to support you in attuning to the

innate channel within your being. This channel will provide you with the experience to Know the

Source of your Consciousness, so you can have access to the imprints and wisdom within the Akashic

field and beyond. In personalizing your Pathway to access this source of energy and consciousness, you

deliberately create a path to connect and communicate with this source information. The outline helps

you create an invocation to consciously connect to this channel.

PATHWAY BLUEPRINT:

1) Please - The sincere request or simple ask.

Suggested 1st Stanza ~ Who, Where, What, & Why:

What beings of energy are you called to invoke and acknowledge?

Where do they reside?

What information do you seek from the beings of energy and why?

Suggested 2nd Stanza ~ Establish Self-Trust & Safety:

How do you know yourself as a sacred being?

As a sacred being, how do you know you are connected to the source of your consciousness?

What do you need within yourself to feel safe as you connect with the source of your

consciousness?

Suggested 3rd Stanza ~ Create Protection & Awaken Senses:

How can you purify and protect your energy field inside and out?

How can you separate your mind and ego from intervening?

How can you declare energetic boundaries from meddling spirits and energy?

What senses need to be awakened to receive energy and information?

Suggested 4th Stanza ~ Higher Perspective & Guiding Forces:

How do you want to see yourself from the perspective of these higher beings?

How would you like these guiding forces to support you?

What information would you like from them?

How would you like to announce the opening of elevated awareness of this altered state

of consciousness?

2) Thank You - The expression of gratitude and closing of the session.

Suggested 1st Stanza ~ Gratitude & Appreciation:

How can you express your gratitude and appreciation as a whole?
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Suggested 2nd Stanza ~ Honor & Respect:

How can you honor and respect yourself?

How can you honor the connection to the source of your consciousness?

How would you like to announce the pathway is closed? How will you return to grounded

awareness from this altered state of consciousness?

3) Intention

Who do you intend to use this Pathway for? You can use your Pathway on yourself, others,

and/or something else with a life force e.g. pet, home, business, etc.  You are free to make

alterations for any combination of the three.

4) Amplify the Power of your Pathway

Consider repeating all or part of your pathway. Repetition may support amplifying the

convergence of past, present, and future energy.

GUIDELINES BLUEPRINT:

5) Guideline Suggestions - Create personalized instructions for how to use your pathway.

1) Self

● Is it necessary to abstain from recreational substances before using the pathway? If so,

for how long?

● Do you require stating whose source of consciousness is being accessed? I.e: the name

of the person(s) or thing.

● How much time do you want to spend exploring this dimension of consciousness? Will

knowing the duration of time communing provide a more potent experience?

● What practices support grounding back into the ordinary dimension of consciousness?

● What is the process of combining other practices or modalities?

● What is the protocol for altering the invocation?

2) Others

● Is it necessary to abstain from recreational substances, if so, for how long?

● Do you require stating whose source of consciousness is being accessed?

● How much time do you want to spend exploring this dimension of consciousness? Will

knowing the duration of time communing provide a more potent experience?

● What practices support grounding back into the ordinary dimension of consciousness?
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● What is the process for combining other practices or modalities?

● What is the protocol for altering the invocation?

● What is the Code of Ethics when working with others?

● When reading another person is having their permission to read their Records

mandatory?

● What are your guidelines around confidentiality?

● What’s your tone when presenting the information? What is your delivery?

● What are the parameters around reading a teenager? Is a parent’s permission

mandatory? Does the parent need to be present with the teenager?

3) Something else with a life force

● Is it necessary to abstain from recreational substances, if so, for how long?

● Do you require stating whose source of consciousness is being accessed?

● How much time do you want to spend exploring this dimension of consciousness? Will

knowing the duration of time communing provide a more potent experience?

● What practices support grounding back into the ordinary dimension of consciousness?

● What is the process for combining other practices or modalities?

● What is the protocol for altering the invocation?

● What is the Code of Ethics when working with something else having a life force?

● When reading something having a life force is having their permission to read their

Records mandatory?

● When reading something with life force what are your guidelines around

confidentiality?

● What’s your tone when presenting the information? What is your delivery?

● When reading something else having life force how does the protocol change?

● What is the purpose in accessing something else having a life force? Be clear.

NAME YOUR PATHWAY:

6) You’ve created a pathway unique to you. Personalize it and give it a name.

COPYRIGHT:

7) This is your intellectual property. Copyright it and protect your work.
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